IMAGINiT Clarity 2022 Adds AutoCAD Task Processing and
Deepens Secure Data Integration for Autodesk Revit Users
BALTIMORE, MD ― May 17, 2021 — IMAGINiT Technologies has released Clarity 2022,
an enterprise level suite of products that improves building information model (BIM)
integrity and collaboration via access to business insights, metrics and time saving
automation. With the arrival of the 2022 release, IMAGINiT Clarity has added Autodesk
AutoCAD task processing, extending this new functionality to Autodesk Revit teams as well
as AutoCAD and Autodesk Civil 3D users in AEC Firms. Alongside new data-integration and
security enhancements that further collaboration across teams and projects, Clarity’s latest
iteration now also supports Revit 2022 and all versions dating back to Revit 2018.
“Clarity has long been the automation and collaboration solution for both Engineering News
Record Top 100 firms as well as mid-sized firms who are looking for efficiencies while
working on complex BIM projects,” says Bill Zavadil, president, IMAGINiT Technologies.
“The innovations contained in our latest release unlock new value for AutoCAD users by
mining millions of data points and bringing this information to the forefront via intuitive
dashboards allowing managers to quickly make more informed decisions.”
Enhanced Data Integration Improves Business Decisions
Data is vital to making more informed decisions. That is why Clarity is now designed to work
in conjunction with business intelligence tools such as Power BI and Tableau to deliver
unprecedented visibility into model health, Autodesk Revit performance, and a variety of
Revit project data.
Additional Security Options Secure Private Data
For remote collaboration environments, Clarity 2022 offers additional security options to
enable team members to securely connect with data and view reports across projects.
Visibility into model data can now be based on user access within Clarity, giving different
team members unique access to data as the project requires.
New Tasks, Tools & Reporting Dashboards Reduce Design Time

Clarity’s improved task reporting dashboards simplify the complex, offering mangers greater
insight over the hundreds or thousands of tasks they run per project. It not only identifies
model and task errors, but now also recommends actions required to resolve issues. This
automated and proactive approach eliminates long-term problems while improving model
performance and staff efficiencies.
To learn more about IMAGINiT’s Clarity software and IMAGINiT’s complete range of BIM
technology solutions, visit www.imaginit.com/clarity or talk to an IMAGINiT expert at 1-800356-9050. For more details on IMAGINiT Clarity 2022 and its newest features, join our
webcast on May 25, 2021 at 1:00 PM Eastern. Attendance is free, but registration is
required.
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About IMAGINiT Technologies
IMAGINiT Technologies, a division of Rand Worldwide, advances the way architects and
engineers design, develop, and manage projects. Customers of this leading professional
services and technology company include organizations in the building, infrastructure,
manufacturing, and facilities management industries. Organizations of all sizes work with
IMAGINiT Technologies to gain competitive advantages through expert technology
consulting, implementation, training, and support services. As one of the world’s largest
integrators of Autodesk 3D design and engineering software, the team leverages unrivaled
industry experience to design systems that accelerate innovation while improving project
quality and profitability.
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